EXCELLENT POOJA

TRAVELES

Bengaluru - HSR Layout | Jalahalli Cross

ABOUT US
The
company
was
incorporated by Mr.
Jayasimha B E and Mr.
Shashi Kumar G R in 2017
and head quartered in
Bangalore, Karnataka.
We are Urban Mobility
company focused on
providing
employee
transportation service to
Bangalore
Corporate
Companies.

Head Office:
#05, 2nd Floor, 1st Cross,
6th
Cross,
Behind
Maramma
Temple,
Shivapura Main Road,
Nelagadaranahalli,
Bangalore – 560073
Branch Office:
#05, 1st Floor, 2nd Main,
Kudlu Gate,
Opp. Govt
School, Kudlu, Bangalore –
560068

OUR SERVICES


PROBLEM IN EMPLOYEE TRANSPORTATION
Current traffic situations and rash driving it's very difficult and incontinent to travel on Bangalore roads
and to reach offices on time. It is being a huge fight for a common person to reach office and to
reach home after office working hours. At the same time, they are effecting with pollution which are
evolved from other vehicles, facing other so many problems like maintaining time, traffic signals, etc.
With the above mentioned problem employees are struggling heavily in means of physically and
mentally. This situation will cause some loss to the companies and corporates.

SOLUTION FROM EXCELLENT POOJA TRAVELS

Currently we are famous and well known travel agency in Bangalore, once we get to know that
some of our employees are facing problems while reaching the office and returning back home.
Excellent Pooja Travels are stretching its arms to serve the corporate companies and small scale
industries by offering daily picks up and drop off their employees. A company can hire the vehicles
based on monthly, daily, hourly rental basis as well as a number of employee basis. Our vehicles are
maintained perfectly and are good conditions throughout the year. Not only daily pickups and drop
up – we will help in team outings, excursions, day tours, weekend tours, holiday trips, etc.....

WHY EXCELLENT POOJA TRAVELS?
Excellent Pooja Travels has emerged to be one of the leading Employee Transport Solution
Provider across Bangalore in Startup Service range companies. Our success marks with our
prompt responses against any requirements. EPT today transports around 500 employees with 50+
cabs daily and operates across all major places in Bangalore and plans to expand to various
cities in the near future. EPT team has close to 10 professionals and 15+ channel partners to
manages its business transportation services.
Excellent Pooja Travels has been successful under various situation of unrest where transport
operations was handicapped. EPT has been rewarded with new business and more business from
existing client because of its planning and ensuring EHS and movement of the employees to and
from their work place.

Employee Safety: Guidance to the Drivers about
employees of the Transport Service Providers who
are appropriately licensed for the vehicle being
driven and who are in full compliance with all legal,
safety, courtesy, and professional standards. A
security guard will compulsorily travel along with
women employees during night drop to their
residence.

On time Reporting: Transport facility
provided to the company is a privilege given
to the employees for cab reporting on time.
On time departure: Transport facility
provided to the company is a privilege to
provide the cab on time to the company for
the departure

Commitment: We are a safety service as part of the Employer’s commitment to safety. Our focus is also
NOT on speedy service. Our focus is to transport as many employees as possible in a safe manner, preventing
unsafe situations from arising.
Round the clock available: provides best cab services in Bangalore. The main aim of Mrs.Pooja is to
provide quality, reliable and convenient cab service and/or taxi services in BLR to the customers round the clock.
Excellent Pooja Travels has trained staff, transportation facilities and forge personal relationships with the
clients. We work persistently to make your travel program an unforgettable experience. Commitment,
dedication, reliability and experienced professionals set us apart from other travel agents in the market. Our car
and coach services offer a variety of transport options suiting the employees' precise needs and requirements.
We do everything in our power to ensure satisfaction and pleasant experience for our guests.
Clients





Sigma Management Services, Bangalore
Microsharp Technologies R&D Pvt. Ltd. , Bangalore
IPower
Suhas Hospitals, Bangalore

If you have any questions, don't hesitate to contact us and we will assist you and help you in your requirements.

Contact On +91 96631 34690 & +91 81054 65287
info@excellentPoojaTravels.com

https://www.ExcellentPoojaTravels.com

